Lean Six Sigma
Competitive markets and environmental pressures are driving organizations to consider a new strategy for transformation.
Faced with spiraling costs, the traditional improvement approach is not enough to ensure a sustainable future. Applying
Lean Six Sigma Processes can meet and exceed market demands under the toughest economies.
Lean Six Sigma (LSS) provides a structured approach to
reduce errors and cycle time leading to realized value for
your company. Using LSS Methodology to identify issues
having significant impact on your bottom line, our experts
deliver quantifiable and sustainable results.
Lean Six Sigma initiatives yield breakthrough results with
dedicated support from experienced professionals at Boxley
Group.

Directional Alignment
Realizing the need for change is the first step toward
transformation. We partner with clients to find the
opportunities & delivery value by:


Identifying and eliminating waste



Locating and eliminating root cause failures



Rationalizing and removing redundancies



Selecting and delivering LSS Projects



Training and enabling teams to use LSS tools



Increasing product or service reliability



Delivering sustainable solutions

Optimizing Performance

The Lean Six Sigma Solution
With the application of Lean Six Sigma tools and
techniques, significant performance gains can be
achieved simply by eliminating non-value activities
including:
Defects
Overprodution

Delivering quality does not need be at the expense of
the budget. With the application of Lean Six Sigma, it is
possible to exceed performance goals while lowering
costs and ensuring quality.

Waiting and Delays
Not using People Well
Transporation

Quality

Inventory

Cost

Effeciency

Benefits

Motion in Excess
The results are increased utilization of resources,
increased capacity; lower cycle times and improved
communication.
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Our Professionals

Approach Tactic

Boxley Group's Lean Six Sigma Expert’s engage our
clients as a dedicated team providing services from
project selection through delivery. Whether you need a
LSS Project delivered or desire to deploy a LSS
Program as the foundation of your business, Boxley
Group seeks to be your preferred Lean Six Sigma
partner within:

A targeted approach allows for quick identification of
systemic issues. Leveraging our experience, the
Boxley Team can quickly move to solution generation
and delivery while ensuring a light touch approach for
your business. Ultimately we are about adding value
to your bottom line and providing sustainable results.










Operations
Information Management
Manufacturing / Production
Quality and Safety
Procurement & Logistics
Project Management
Quality and Safety
Finance / Financial Reporting

Source Issues

Align Solutions

The Boxley Approach
Delivering results is at the heart of Boxley Group
resources. We walk beside our clients to add value as
solution experts who seek to be your trusted advisor for
the difficult issues.
We are…
team members with over 15 years of industry
specific Lean Six Sigma experience
Who possess the capability to…
manage across ambiguity
And like to…
be seen as extensions of your team
That are…
grounded in organizational change
management
And Deliver…
sustainable results

A Full Suite of Services
The Boxley Group offers comprehensive and value
driven LSS services aligned with your business
priorities and customized to our client’s unique
operation, culture, and specific needs





LSS services and LSS Program Design,
Deployment, and Management.
LSS Project deployment and Management
LSS Training
LSS Program Support and administration

Execute Delivery

Sustain Results
Balanced Delivery
Combining the Lean Six Sigma tool kit with proven
Boxley Group resources provides our clients with
breakthrough results. Whether your business is Oil
and Gas, Energy, Manufacturing, Healthcare, or
Products and Services, Boxley Group will work with
you to deliver results.

